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QUESTION 1

An organization uses Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores to prioritize remediation of vulnerabilities. 

Management wants to modify the priorities based on a difficulty factor so that vulnerabilities with lower CVSS scores
may get a higher priority if they are easier to implement with less risk to system functionality. Management also wants to
quantify the priority. Which of the following would achieve management\\'s objective? 

A. (CVSS Score) * Difficulty = Priority Where Difficulty is a range from 0.1 to 1.0 with 1.0 being easiest and lowest risk to
implement 

B. (CVSS Score) * Difficulty = Priority Where Difficulty is a range from 1 to 5 with 1 being easiest and lowest risk to
implement 

C. (CVSS Score) / Difficulty = Priority Where Difficulty is a range from 1 to 10 with 10 being easiest and lowest risk to
implement 

D. ((CVSS Score) * 2) / Difficulty = Priority Where CVSS Score is weighted and Difficulty is a range from 1 to 5 with 5
being easiest and lowest risk to implement 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An analyst needs to provide a recommendation that will allow a custom-developed application to have full access to the
system\\'s processors and peripherals but still be contained securely from other applications that will be developed.
Which of the following is the BEST technology for the analyst to recommend? 

A. Software-based drive encryption 

B. Trusted execution environment 

C. Unified Extensible Firmware Interface 

D. Hardware security module 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A retail corporation with widely distributed store locations and IP space must meet PCI requirements relating to
vulnerability scanning. The organization plans to outsource this function to a third party to reduce costs. 

Which of the following should be used to communicate expectations related to the execution of scans? 

A. Vulnerability assessment report 

B. Lessons learned documentation 

C. SLA 
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D. MOU 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An analyst reviews a recent report of vulnerabilities on a company\\'s financial application server. Which of the following
should the analyst rate as being of the HIGHEST importance to the company\\'s environment? 

A. Banner grabbing 

B. Remote code execution 

C. SQL injection 

D. Use of old encryption algorithms 

E. Susceptibility to XSS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A database administrator contacts a security administrator to request firewall changes for a connection to a new internal
application. 

The security administrator notices that the new application uses a port typically monopolized by a virus. 

The security administrator denies the request and suggests a new port or service be used to complete the application\\'s
task. 

Which of the following is the security administrator practicing in this example? 

A. Explicit deny 

B. Port security 

C. Access control lists 

D. Implicit deny 

Correct Answer: C 
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